Flowers out of Heart Shapes

Make flowers out of hearts with your kids with this easy craft!

What you need:

- Variety of colored paper, make sure you also have green and yellow
- Scissors
- Green marker
- Popsicle stick
- Tacky glue or tape

What to do:

1. Using colored construction paper (not green), cut a rectangular strip that is three inches wide.
2. Fold that piece of paper you just cut in half the long ways.
3. Draw four half-heart shapes on one edge of your piece of folded paper.
4. Cut out your half heart shapes.
5. Unfold your half heart shapes so that they are full hearts. These are your flower petals.
6. Repeat steps 1-5 using green construction paper. These are your leaves.
7. Color your popsicle stick with a green maker. This is your flower stem.
8. Assemble your flower! Tape or glue your petals together with the bottoms of the hearts in the center of the flower. Tape or glue on the two heart leaves to your popsicle stick.
9. If you have yellow paper, you can also cut out a small circle for your flower center.
10. You’ll all done! Repeat the process with different colors for the petals to create a bouquet of flowers!

Tune in today to Como Live on Facebook at 1:30pm to learn more about how we mount or orchids in the Conservatory.